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Prologue by

Colm Tóibín
We sit up straight and feel excited in that moment in the movie
when the figure appears behind the boulder on the hill and narrows his eyes as the wagons and horses below make their journey
westward through new and unmapped territory. We know now
there will be action, there will be arrows and bareback-riding
and a lot of shooting. The white man, moving slowly with his
language and his almost innocent need to make fences, will have
reason and technology on his side. The redskin will have an aboriginal relationship with the landscape; he will have a language
that the microphone can barely pick up. Once the territory has
been mapped by the white man, the redskin language will live
on only in the names of some places; its grammar will not grace
the marketplace; since it has no reason to spread, then it will
slowly fade.
And so it begins, the colonial drama. As we watch this scene,
some of us, with amusement, perhaps even distance and irony,
we are allowed to feel that this news from elsewhere has been
dramatized to entertain us; at other times, however, it feels like
something whose contours and emotions we fully recognize.
It is easy, then, to remember moments from the places where
two languages have collided, or when one folded uneasily over
another; it is easy to conjure up those gnarled landscapes of possession and dispossession in all their rich and disturbed imagery.

If later, in a moment around the campfire, one of the redskins were to sing a song about love in the language which they
all share, there will be silence. They will think at first of love,
and then maybe of lost love. And then maybe they will begin to
contemplate other things they have lost, or might soon come to
lose, which the notes of the song seem to suggest more precisely
than any list they could make. Some sense of themselves, who
they are, where they belong. This sense, the emotion involved,
will be more pressing and powerful than maps, laws, fences, borders. For the white man on his way to victory, this idea of having
a precise place to which you belong will be taken for granted.
It will not need to be felt because it is not being threatened.
It will seem natural, almost God-given. For others, however, it
will mutate into terms with many meanings which will come to
haunt the second half of the nineteenth and much of the twentieth century in Europe and elsewhere, terms such as nationalism,
terms such as identity.
Take this one, for example. It was Tallinn in Estonia in 1994
and the Russians had finally gone. I was having supper with an
Estonian family who were relieved at what had happened and
full of hope for their country. They wanted now to connect with
Scandinavia; they wanted to join the European Union. They saw
Russia as an old dark place which was not progressive. They
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saw the Russian language as something that had been foisted
on them; they didn’t want to hear it again. They wanted to hear
their own language, and maybe Swedish and Finnish but, more
than anything, English. The fact that there were just one and
a half million of them seemed only to add to their optimism,
increase their happiness at the thought that they might finally
be left in peace. They felt pride in themselves and who they were
and what they might become.
The history of their country has echoes with the history
of Catalonia. The publication of the Estonian national epic,
Kalevipoeg, in 1862, and the organization of the first national
song contest seven years later, managed to re-awaken a national
spirit, a sense of a shared past moving back into the mists of
time. By the 1890s this cultural force had become a political
force; the movement for autonomy from Russia grew from this
newly-awakened national cultural identity as much as from any
set of economic arguments or needs.
The only difficult moment during the supper that evening in Tallinn came when my hosts described the large Russian
population of Estonia who had suddenly found themselves in a
country whose official language they did not speak. ‘They still
believe they are in Russia’, my hosts told me. Soon, they said,
these Russians would have to learn Estonian or go home, even
though many of them had actually been born in Estonia. I could
feel my hosts’ idealism, their understanding of this as an imperative, something which must happen in a small fragile country if
its entire identity was not to be lost. But I was uneasy. The idea
of inclusion, the understanding that diversity and impurity have
rights too, and that tolerance of others who do not fully share a
nation’s identity was also an imperative, would take time to seep
into the body politic of Estonia.
*****

This idea of a nation being created or imagined from deep
roots in the past and fragile ones in the present by a group of
writers and artists was something which anyone Irish is acutely
conscious of. The songs written by the members of Young Ireland in the years around 1848 inspired a new national feeling:
‘When boyhood’s fire was in my blood
I read of ancient freemen
Of Greece and Rome who bravely stood
Three hundred men and three men;
And then I prayed I yet might see
Our fetters rent in twain,
And Ireland long a province be
A nation once again!’
Such songs would foment a national spirit which would
help, eventually, to lead to the independence of the south of Ireland in 1922 and its becoming a republic in 1948. But in these
small countries of ours which have known that complex set of
emotions about identity and loss of identity nothing is simple.
In Ireland, in the very years when a national spirit was being created, the English language was moving slowly into a dominant
position. No one has ever fully explained why Ireland did not
actually become bilingual, why the Irish language began actually
to disappear. Just as no one can fully explain to me the antipathy
which people feel towards Catalonia in some of the places—
Mallorca, say, or Valencia—where a language that sounds very
like Catalan is spoken. ‘It seems history is to blame’, as the Englishman says in James Joyce’s Ulysses.
******
Thus we are not quite sure whether to laugh or cry in the
exchange about language between Mrs. Rooney and Mr. Rooney
in Samuel Beckett’s radio play All That Fall. When he tells her
that she sounds like she is speaking a dead language—she is
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speaking English—Mrs Rooney says: ‘It will be dead in time,
just like our own dear Gaelic, there is that to be said.’ And just
as the languages of the native Americans survive in the names
of rivers and places, so too in Ireland it is as though two languages fought and one moved underground to become a set of
signposts. The Irish names of places were adapted, as the native
languages in America were, to name towns and rivers in English. In his play Translations, first performed in 1980, the Irish
playwright Brian Friel dramatized that moment in the early
nineteenth century when the English mapmakers came to make
sense of the Irish landscape by changing the names of the places
from Irish into English. As their Irish helper says: ‘We are trying to denominate and at the same time describe that tiny area
of soggy, rocky, sandy ground where that little stream enters
the sea, an area known locally as Bun na hAbhann…Burnfoot!
What about Burnfoot?’
These words for the names of places, as they change, mark
a notable moment in the history of the colonization of Ireland,
but in Friel’s play they stand for something else, his drama of
change explores the idea that language is not merely a tool, or
a way to describe or communicate, but it is a sort of essence,
something which belongs to the self, or something which causes
the self to come into being, as the soul might have done in the
time when we believed in the soul.
*****
It is hard, in contemplating this issue of what small countries want, not to allow more images to emerge. Take this one.
It was 1996 and I was sitting in a cinema in Glasgow in Scotland with a Scottish friend watching the movie Trainspotting.
The cinema was almost full. It was all about drugs and sex and
then the following piece of dialogue was spoken: ‘It’s shite being
Scottish! We’re the lowest of the low. The scum of the fucking
Earth! The most wretched, miserable, servile, pathetic trash that
was ever shat into civilization. Some hate the English. I don’t.

They’re just wankers. We, on the other hand, are colonized by
wankers. Can’t even find a decent culture to be colonized by.
We’re ruled by effete assholes. It’s a shite state of affairs to be
in, Tommy, and all the fresh air in the world won’t make any
fucking difference!’ I thought that this was desperately funny
and began to howl with laughter. I stopped only because I was
nudged by my Scottish friend into silence. I realized that there
was a dead silence in the cinema. I was the only one who had
laughed or make a sound. No one else thought it was funny;
everyone, my Scottish friend explained, thought it was true. Its
starkness as fact was a cause of shame.
*****
Or take this one. It was during the war in the former Yugoslavia and I had just travelled through Croatia and Herzogovina.
I had interviewed many bigoted priests and seen buildings burn.
The house where I had been staying had sheds in the backyard
filled with arms which would be used to attack the Muslim
population of Mostar. Now I had fled the conflict and arrived
in Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, and I was having supper
with a Slovenian professor of sociology. I knew that 90% of
Slovenia’s 1.9 million inhabitants were ethnic Slovenians and
98% of Slovenes in what was once Yugoslavia lived in Slovenia.
I was interested in what this sort of ethnic purity might do to a
place, and how Slovenia had managed not to have a war, how
it was already making allies in Austria and Italy with a view to
getting away from its southern warring neighbours and joining
the European Union. I asked the professor if he was a Slovenian
nationalist? Did he feel an emotion about his country, as the
Croats did about Croatia? He said that he felt no personal emotion about Slovenia as a nation. His tone was dry, matter-of-fact.
He never asked such questions, he said. Rather, he continued,
he did have strong views about the Slovenian economy being
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run from Belgrade. The idea of seceding from the federation
was prompted, he told me, not by nationalist feeling, but by
the desire to secure normal life. It had become an imperative
to leave.
Economists, he went on, were doubtful about the advantages
of secession. Half of all markets for Slovenian products would be
lost. There was also another disadvantage in being such a small,
independent country. He called it ‘the density of political space’
and it is something that people in Scotland, now that it has its
own parliament, or Ireland, or Estonia, or Catalonia, know all
about. In a small state, he said, everybody in the ruling class gets
to know each other; there are too many friendships and thus it
was hard at times to implement a rational policy. The professor himself, he said, knew more than half the ministers in the
government.
I was interested in what had happened in Slovenia in the war
because I felt the difference between their experience of the war
would draw a line between Slovenia and Croatia which would
last for a century. I asked the professor if he had been involved
in the independence movement. He was in Ljubljana, he said,
on the night of July 25, 1991, when independence was declared.
The following night he went out to dinner with friends to celebrate. His friends, like him, were all rationalists, he said, so
there were no really stirring speeches or emotional moments. He
went home at two-thirty. He was woken at eight to be told to
come immediately to the base from which he operated part-time
as a mobilizing instructor in the local army. When he turned on
the radio, he learned that Yugoslav troops were on the road. I
asked him if he saw any action. Not much, he said. He found a
broken-down tank with three soldiers in it.
‘What did you do with the soldiers?’, I asked.
He looked puzzled.
‘What do you mean?’, he asked.
‘Did you kill them?’, I asked.
‘No!’
‘Arrest them?’

‘No, absolutely not’, he replied. ‘I made sure they were given
coffee.’
****
Or take the following moment. In 1986 I went to the home
of Alan Black in Bessbrook in County Armagh in Northern Ireland. He was a Northern Irish Protestant and I was a Southern Irish Catholic. A decade earlier, when he was coming home
from work with eleven of his workmates, the van was stopped
by what they had thought at first was the British army. Ten of
them were Protestants like him, but one was a Catholic who was
told to identify himself and then step aside. And then, in one
of the worst sectarian attacks in the history of Northern Ireland,
the eleven Protestants were shot. Ten of them died. Alan Black
survived.
We sat in his front room and watched a documentary which
had been made about these killings. And Alan Black seemed
upset not only by the anniversary itself and the memory of how
his friends had died but also because one of the English Sunday
newspapers had arrived and interviewed him about the AngloIrish Agreement, signed by Mrs. Thatcher and the Irish Prime
Minister the previous year, which gave the Dublin government
a say in the running of Northern Ireland. It was as though being
a victim, or the survivor or an atrocity, gave him a special right
to speak, and he deplored that.
Like most Protestants in Northern Ireland, however, he
was against the Agreement. He did not believe that the Dublin
government had any right to be involved in the governance of
Northern Ireland. I was interested in what he had to say. Up to
then I had believed such opposition irrational, something which
arose from pure bigotry as much as anything else. Up to then I
had only once or twice sat in the home of a Northern Protestant
on such easy and familiar terms. The partition of Ireland had
kept us apart. I listened carefully as Alan Black turned to me and
said that, as a Protestant, he was against all forms of arbitrary
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authority, not only in religious but in civil affairs. That was the
basis of his citizenship. And that was, he implied, why people
like him in Northern Ireland did not want a united Ireland.
They saw the Republic of Ireland as a Catholic state, and they
saw Catholicism as a form of arbitrary authority. And now the
Anglo-Irish Agreement was allowing a government for which he
could not vote, which was not accountable to him, have some
power in his country. He thought this was wrong.
What was strange was that I had never heard this argument
before being presented as normal, rational. I found myself nodding in agreement, but I was not sure. The Agreement had for
the first time recognized the allegiances of Northern Irish Catholics as being valid. In places where there are competing questions and arguments over nations, identities, allegiances and
borders, nothing is ever simple. It is often easier to be puzzled
than sure. As one of the characters says in Brian Friel’s Translations: ‘Confusion is not an ignoble condition.’
*****
And finally this, the matter of Catalonia, and what Catalans
want. On April 27, 1988, I went to Montserrat for the feast day
of the Virgin. Later, when the ceremonies were over I decided
to walk back down the mountain. Soon, I was offered a lift by
an elderly couple. They both were from Madrid and spoke in
Spanish. They had come especially for the feast of the Virgin,
they said, but they did not want to stay any longer, they did
not like what they saw. The mountain was beautiful and they
had enjoyed the journey. The problem was the language; they
couldn’t understand a word of the Mass, nor a word of the sermon. And they were in their own country, they emphasized.
And to make matters worse, the wife had tried to buy some holy
pictures with prayers printed on them but they had them only in
Catalan, and she had left without buying anything.

Was everything like that now, they asked me. It was, I said.
There was a television station in Catalan, many radio stations,
two newspapers, signs in shops, lessons in school, lectures in the
university. All in Catalan. In Barcelona, I said, the street names
were in Catalan only. The husband said that he was first in Barcelona in 1939 and it was a great city. He had never imagined
that this could happen, he said. Why do they want to have everything in Catalan, they asked. She didn’t understand, the wife
said, why they couldn’t just use Catalan among themselves, but
surely for big occasions, like the feast day of Montserrat, they
could use Spanish, which was the language everyone understood.
*****
That same week an exhibition opened in the Plaça del Rei
in Barcelona, in the Sala Tinell and the Church of Santa Àgata,
called Tàpies, els anys 80, which was sponsored by the Barcelona
City Council. Antoni Tàpies’s work, in all its mixture of wildness and restraint, in all its imaginative freedom, in the mixture
of private and public references within its imagery, represented
something essential for Catalans. The pictorial surfaces were
suggestive, open-ended, at times playful but also filled with a
sort of solemnity. In any argument about Catalan identity or
nationhood, or the Catalan spirit, or the future of Catalonia,
a tour of these new works by Tàpies would make arguments or
lists of grievances or demands sound hollow. This is what art and
music and literature can do in fragile societies, they can come
to matter more because they hit the nervous system, the core of
self, the place where identity is at its most raw and open.
One of the essays in the catalogue for that show read:
‘Tapies’s Catalan identity has been viewed as a constant in his
career that gave unity and continuity to his art… Many motifs
appearing in the work of Tàpies have been recognized as references to his Catalan roots, but his Catalan identity has also
been explained on a deeper technical and formal level. The significance of craftsmanship in his work, especially his profound
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knowledge of the materials he employs, has been associated with
Catalonia’s traditional craftsmanship. Ultimately, Tàpies’s intellectual attitude towards mysticism, the esoteric and the magical
has been explained through his Catalan identity.’
Looking at his work makes it easier to understand that the
business of what we want in the world is complex and not always
rational, even if it can be made to seem so at times. Identity
comes from something deep and strange, and the idea of language, in all its complexity, lives at the mysterious core of what
it is to be alive in the world, as Caliban had occasion to explain
to Prospero in his famous cry in Shakespeare’s The Tempest:
‘You taught me language; and my profit on ’t
is, I know how to curse. The red plague rid you
For learning me your language!’

This relationship between Caliban and Prospero has many
forms through history, most of them protean and unstable, filled
with ironies and strange twists. The idea, for example, of the
small country or nation becoming or remaining more prosperous than the place which came to take it over, or becoming more
rational, more peace-loving and progressive, has echoes in the
recent history of Estonia, Slovenia and Catalonia. The idea, too,
that nothing is simple within this world filled with constitutional compromises, remaining grievances, conflicting loyalties,
competing identities, uneasy allegiances, uncertain borders and
unpredictable outcomes can be used to explain what is happening now in Catalonia, the Basque Country, Ireland and Scotland
and also in places such as Quebec and Kurdistan. But it might
also be true to say that this idea of identity under pressure, in
one form or another, has been present in history since time
began. In its own way, it represents a secret history of Europe, to
name just one place. It is unlikely to go away.

Note from the Author

What Catalans Want
What Catalans Want is a book that takes a concerted look at
Catalonia at a moment when the country’s political future as a
Spanish autonomous region has been called into question for
the first time since this formula came into being in 1980. It does
so by talking to representative personalities from all walks of life
who provide clues about the recent developments in the country. The book appears in the wake of two major events. On the
one hand the Spanish Constitutional Court’s ruling of June 28,
2010, which severely limits the Catalan Statute of Autonomy
approved by both the Catalan and Spanish Parliaments in 2005
and 2006. And secondly, the impressive demonstration of July
10, 2010, in which over a million Catalans took to the streets
to protest against this ruling in a rally which marched under the
banner, ‘We are a nation. We decide.’
The aim of this book is not so much to conduct a survey
regarding the country’s possible independence but rather to
uncover what it is that makes so many of the inhabitants of this
small western European country begin to feel as uncomfortable
about forming part of Spain as they are comfortable about being
members of Europe. The people interviewed in search of answers
to these questions include the current and last presidents of Catalonia, the last president of triumphant FC Barcelona, six professors from major European and American universities, three

leading economists, one leading jurist, two leading businessmen
and five media experts and journalists, among others. Four of
the interviewed are foreign residents in Catalonia, while another
teaches Catalan in Ireland. Defying all categories is remarkable
Moisès Broggi, the 102-year-old war surgeon who served with
the International Brigades in the Spanish Civil War.
One key issue is the growing ‘disaffection’ that former Catalan President Montilla recently admitted many Catalans feel
with regard to Spain (see page 48). This is occurring at a time
when identity issues have also been raised in countries such as
Scotland, Quebec, East Timor, Montenegro, Tibet or Flanders.
Other topics raised in the book include language, economy,
business, religion, sports, immigration, culture, transport, historical memory, new technologies, infrastructures and the mass
media. Two interviews look into bullfighting in Catalonia, an
issue that hit the headlines worldwide on July 28, 2010, when
the Catalan Parliament took the historic decision to abolish this
practice in Catalonia, much to the irritation of most Spanish
media.
Although it is often hard for journalists and international
observers to forecast those points on the globe where apparently
innocuous events may one day become newsworthy, for the last
few years there has been good reason to believe that Catalonia
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could be one such place. This may come as a surprise to those
who see the country as stable, pro-European, and relatively prosperous, which, of course, it is. It may also unsettle those who
tend to associate these kinds of developments with ex-Communist or Third World countries. Nevertheless, there is little doubt
that democratic Europe would be ill-advised to overlook what
is going on in Catalonia as historically it has done with conflicts
affecting other areas of the continent. No one who has kept an
eye on the media in recent years can have failed to notice that
something is not right in the relationship between Catalonia
and Spain. In July 2010, this question even led to a question
being asked by over a dozen MPs from six different groups in
the British House of Commons1. Although it may cause concern, dismay even, to those who may see this kind of dispute as
‘something Europe should have put behind it’, there is a very
real sense among Catalans of all circumstances that the arrangements made following Franco’s death to acknowledge Catalan
rights and identity have not been lastingly respected.
Not surprisingly, therefore, the ‘Catalan issue’ has made
international headlines on several occasions. The major European and American media gave front-page coverage to the unofficial referendums on independence that have been held in over
half of Catalonia’s towns since September, 2009. In late June
2010 there was also ample media coverage for the aforementioned Constitutional Court ruling against the Catalan Statute and the July 10th rally, which the ex-vice president of the
Liberal International, Mr. Emil Kirjas, described as ‘the biggest
expression in favour of self-determination to have been carried
out in the last twenty years in Europe’. Admittedly, European
and American tourists pouring into cosmopolitan Barcelona
will have almost certainly remained happily oblivious to these
developments even as they were taking place. Wasn’t this also
true for visitors to the 1984 Sarajevo Olympics?
Parallel to this, a considerable number of intellectuals hitherto seemingly uncommitted to Catalan nationalism have come
out in favour of self-determination, even independence. This is
the case of the respected Barcelona notary and La Vanguardia

columnist, Sr. Juan José López-Burniol, who stated in January 2010 that relations between Catalonia and Spain had gone
‘beyond the point of no return’. Other well-known pro-Socialists, such as the journalist Josep Ramoneda or philosopher
Xavier Rubert de Ventós, have publicly admitted that, if given
the chance, they would vote in favour of independence. Former president Pujol, though by no means an overt proponent of
independence, also showed support for the local independence
referendums, as have the country’s major trade unions and thousands of popular clubs and associations, including Pakistani residents’ associations. To break all clichés, there are even instances
of Andalusian Flamenco clubs that danced for free at meetings
in favour of these polls. In the same vein, on November 26,
2009, twelve Catalan newspapers2 jointly published an editorial, which, though not independentist,3 had the unambiguous title ‘Catalonia’s dignity’ and warned of the possibility that
Spain’s Supreme Court might limit Catalonia’s national rights,
as indeed occurred seven months later. This in turn sparked the
hysterical reaction of most of the Madrid press. In addition, it
should not be forgotten that in 2006 and 2007 two more massive demonstrations had been held in Barcelona in favour of
the country’s ‘right to decide’.4 Who would have imagined such
developments at the start of the New Millennium?
One may well ask why all this turmoil is occurring at this
precise moment. One major reason is clearly the parliamentary
debate over the new Catalan Statute and the aggressive opposition shown by a significant proportion of Spanish society to it.
As of 2005, the Catalan Parliament exercised its right to revise
the original 1979 Statute, with a view to achieving a greater
degree of home rule. The new Statute was voted in by almost
90% percent of the Catalan Parliament, and granted the Catalan government new powers aimed at normalizing the Catalan
language5 and gaining more legal and financial instruments than
it had controlled in the past. It also defined the country as a
Nation, in line with historical tradition. Despite some pruning
and the consequent loss of some Catalan support for the bill
during a series of parliamentary debates in Madrid,6 the Statute
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passed into law in 2006. However, it was challenged in the Constitutional Court, which four years later ordered the cancellation
of the 15 articles that contained the basic improvements the
Catalan parties had so eagerly sought at the outset. This led to
a crisis in which, although it had already come into force, the
new Catalan Statute was severely mutilated on the grounds of
its alleged incompatibility with the Spanish Constitution. What
further irritated many Catalans was the fact that the Conference
of Spanish Bishops ostensibly joined forces with the Spanish
right, by drawing up a document that specifically considered
Spanish unity a ‘moral asset’.
To make matters worse, the Constitutional Court responsible for deciding on the legitimacy of the Statute degenerated
into a battleground between ‘progressive’ and ‘conservative’
judges. The result was that, some four years after the Statute had
gained political approval, the Court had still not made a ruling
on its validity. In addition, what discerning Catalans perceived
as the arbitrary disqualification of some of the Court’s more
progressive members coincided with the excessively extended
terms of office offered to some of their conservative opponents
in the Court. All these elements combined to create a situation of heightened tension. Catalonia’s mistrust of the Spanish
Supreme Court and the widespread perception that it lacked
legitimacy rivalled the intensity with which the mainstream
media in Madrid fanned the controversy over the harsh sentence against the Statute that was rumoured to be in the offing.
The rift between Catalonia and Spain had never been greater in
living memory, a sensation that was further underscored when
the harshness of the Court’s ruling was confirmed. The result of
this whole process was that many Catalans became increasingly
convinced that their country had no real place in present-day
Spain. Certainly not if any degree of dignity were to be preserved. It was therefore not surprising that a survey published
in Barcelona’s conservative La Vanguardia in July 2010 should
have showed that almost 48% percent of Catalans supported

independence, some 10% more than those opposed to it. When
compared with surveys held even five years earlier, the growth of
support for independence can be said to have been spectacular.
Apart from the Statute crisis itself, several other factors also
contributed to the growing rift between Spaniards and Catalans.
Perhaps the most important of these was the financial plundering that many Catalans feel themselves to be the victims of .7
It is now common knowledge that Catalonia contributes as
much as 10% percent of its GDP in unreturned taxes to Spain,
a figure that has even led some economists to speculate how the
Catalan economy is able to survive at all. To add insult to injury,
the public verification of this degree of plunder contrasts with
firmly entrenched attitudes in many parts of Spain, where Catalans are commonly portrayed as selfish subsidy-hoggers. It is the
sort of cliché that the publication of official figures would surely
dispel in other latitudes, but which sadly persists unscathed in
present-day Spain.
One final factor that upsets many more politically-aware
Catalans is Spain’s continuing unwillingness to heal old wounds
from the Civil War. It offends many that the death penalties
against Catalan president Lluís Companys (1933-1940)—along
with those of tens of thousands of fellow Republicans—have
not been legally annulled, despite the promise made by current
Prime Minister José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero to do so during
his 2004 election campaign. Parallel to this is the painful fact
that prominent Spanish judge Baltasar Garzón was suspended
from office for taking steps to investigate Franco’s crimes, a
measure which is particularly unacceptable for those demanding higher democratic standards in Spain. In addition, the fact
that in recent times King Juan Carlos has failed to show any
degree of commitment to Catalan feeling on these and other
issues cannot be overlooked as a reason for the significant drop
in popularity the monarch has suffered among Catalans.8 This is
yet another of the questions that What Catalans Want explores,
in an attempt to analyse the fascinating yet sometimes imperceptible changes occurring in Catalonia today.
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Producing this book has been possible thanks to the invaluable cooperation of a number of people and organisations. To
name the principal ones, I must start with my mother Amèlia
Trueta and Liz Castro, without whom the whole project would
have been a wash-out, and Colm Tóibín, for his excellent prologue. Lluís Brunet—my excellent photographer—and I are
also very grateful to all those interviewed. We are also particularly appreciative of the aid and encouragement offered in difficult moments by Paul Preston of London School of Economics
and Tony Grahame, of Sussex Academic Press. The following
groups have also helped us greatly: Òmnium Cultural, Col.lectiu Emma, the Catalunya Estat foundation, the monthly Catalonia Today, and I’m Catalan, I love freedom.
Toni Strubell
Sant Feliu de Guíxols
July, 2011
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Jordi Pujol
President of Catalonia, 1980–2003

‘Catalonia is a nation which in synthesis is based on its medieval history and the economic revolution
of the 18th and 19th centuries.’ That is how former president Jordi Pujol i Soley describes his country.
A moderate nationalist, Pujol was the surprise winner of the 1980 Catalan parliamentary elections
(the first after Franco’s death) when the Catalan socialists had seemed poised to win.
Jordi Pujol qualified as a doctor, though he never practiced medicine. From an early age, he saw
Catalanist activism as a way of protesting against Franco. In 1960 he was arrested for having instigated a protest in Barcelona’s Palau de la Música, where a patriotic song was sung in the presence
of the Francoist authorities.1 He was tortured and sent to prison in Zaragoza for nearly three years.
The words ‘Jordi Pujol’, painted on walls, became a symbol of opposition to the regime. Aware of the
difficulty Catalonia had traditionally had in creating viable banks,2 Pujol founded Banca Catalana
in order to ensure funding for Catalan industry. However, since it granted over-generous loans in the
period prior to the crisis of the late 1970s, it too was taken into administration by the Bank of Spain
following a fierce smear campaign in the Spanish press. In Catalonia that was seen as an attempt
by Madrid to destroy Pujol’s political prospects. Even the Communists gave support to Pujol on this
account. In the end, no charges were brought against him, and he was able to continue his political
career and lead the Catalan Government—for twenty-three years, no less! Amongst what are generally considered to be his major achievements are the creation of the new Catalan administration, the
improvement of the country’s economic situation, the establishment of Catalan as the major language
of education and the development of the Catalan hospital and university networks, as well as the
creation of the Catalan public radio and television system and the autonomous police force (the Mossos d’Esquadra).
Now retired, Jordi Pujol is still one of the country’s leading figures. Although a favourite pastime amongst Catalans was to discuss whether, deep down, Pujol was really in favour of Catalan
independence, it has only been recently that he has declared that he no longer has “any arguments
against independence”. In autumn 2009, when an independence referendum campaign started up
in the towns and villages of Catalonia, he started to make statements to the effect that if things were
handled properly, ‘the pro-independence movement will become very strong’. Indeed, several members
of his party and ex-ministers participated actively in the campaign, and are now openly advocating
independence.3
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Since 2002 you have repeatedly pointed out that the relationship between Spain and Catalonia has never been worse,
and that the brand of compromise that led to the Transition
has vanished…
A willingness to compromise existed in 1978–79. It made
it possible to restore democracy and Catalan self-government
after the dictatorship. But that spirit no longer exists. The relationship with Spain has become worse than ever. Even President Montilla speaks of ‘disaffection’ between Catalonia and
Spain (see page 48). He even issues warnings that speak of the
‘increasing hostility’ there is in Spain towards Catalonia. That
comes after two or three years of euphoria in Catalonia arising
from the controversy over the new Statute of Autonomy and the
new finance agreement, when the negative effects of the threeparty Government were being felt. Now I think it’s Spain that
will enter a period of crisis. In any case, some people in our
country have been excessively arrogant. ‘We’re going to do this,
we’re going to do that,’ they bragged. In Spain, too, they became
very cocky and thought they were level-pegging with France and
England. In their elation, they even saw themselves as superior
to Italy. Now they’ve come round to seeing that they’re leaders
in just one area: the creation of unemployment.
Politically, who can be blamed for the hostility you mention?
The Partido Popular (PP) is the party that’s most openly
hostile to Catalonia. They are prey to a syndrome that has been
termed ‘Catalanophobia’. It brings them votes. However, there
has also been opposition to Catalonia from the Socialists in areas
such as the finance debate. In fact, amongst certain Spanish
Socialists, there is also a good deal of hostility towards Catalonia. It’s especially evident amongst intellectuals, and in articles
even in liberal newspapers such as El País. Things could have
been worse, because not reaching any form of agreement with
Catalonia over the Statute would have been catastrophic for
Prime Minister Rodríguez Zapatero, for whom Catalan votes
are vital if he wants to stay in power.

Some years ago, Catalan parties—among them CDC—
tended to see the EU as the political forum where Catalan
problems could be solved by by-passing Madrid. Does that
still stand?
That’s an interesting question. Unfortunately there is a growing reaction in the EU against the powers of the autonomous
communities and regions of Europe. We have come to a point
in which it is the European Commission that is inciting member
States to unify their internal arrangements. It even gets annoyed
when Madrid says Barcelona must be consulted on a particular
issue. This presents a magnificent pretext for Spanish politicians
to insist that it is Brussels, and not Madrid, that imposes the
need to unify the state. States are trying to recover some of the
power they lost in the past. I think we should oppose that by
building up our own strength and self-esteem. We must wait
for more favourable times to make progress on the international
front.
How does Catalonia stand in relation to other stateless countries in the EU?
For British public opinion, the Scottish question makes our
case relevant. The question of how multinational states are to
develop is of interest in the United Kingdom and comparisons
with Catalonia are constantly being made. Maybe Britain and
Spain can learn from each others’ experiences with the multinational states they administer. They ought to become aware that
if you draw a line across 18th-century Europe, from Dunkirk
through Paris and on to Milan, including all south-western
Europe, you will only find two countries which can boast of
having undergone an Industrial Revolution: Catalonia and
Lombardy, where the textile and leather trades were very important. The model for us was England. Our factories were replicas of English ones, powered by coal. Hydraulic power was
important here, too, despite the relatively small size of our rivers. It was England that taught us how to power engines. It’s a
country with which we were allies in the War of Spanish Succession (1701–14), even though, in the end, Europe largely pulled
out of the war. The Catalans were then left high and dry with
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no-one to help them in their struggle against the joint armies of
Louis XIV of France and Philip V of Spain. The amazing thing
is that we still held out for over a year!

result of disaffection. I understand it. But just how workable an
independence movement could be in Catalonia today is another
matter. We’ll see.

You presided over the Assembly of European Regions for
a time. Are there any other cases like that of Catalonia in
Europe?
Very few are as consistent as ours. As regards fully fledged
nations, there is the Basque Country and the two nations of
Belgium, the Walloons and the Flemish. There are also the Scots
and the Welsh. Scotland, despite the Act of Union with England, preserved many features of its nationhood, with its civil
law code, an education system and a culture of its own. Apart
from that, there are regions that are much less powerful from a
national point of view. What makes them a nation is having a
national consciousness and a language of their own. They need
special characteristics that distinguish them in a particular way
and they generally have a rich historical heritage. Other regions
may have had these features, too, and may have lost them.
Regions such as those of Germany and France, for example,
though strong in some respects, have in many ways lost their
national status and just become regions.

But is it good enough to tell people to just grin and bear it?
I often ask friends of mine who are in favour of independence: ‘What now?’ You see, to be successful in politics, there
are three things you need to know about: History, Geography,
and Demography. We must ask ourselves where we come from,
who we are, and why things are the way they are. We live in one
corner of the Mediterranean, and we are surrounded by very
powerful neighbours: Spain (or Castile) and France. The Mediterranean is a turbulent sea. The Pope has always been opposed
to us, for religious and geographical reasons, and has preferred
to be friends with France and Spain. But we’ve also got some
advantages. We have more contact with Europe, even though
the part of Europe we share borders with is less developed than
we are. Demography is also vital. Our population is very sparse.
Countries disappear less as the result of wars than because of
population substitution and assimilation. The Bretons are disappearing largely because France is gobbling them up! Scotland
and Wales haven’t disappeared, but successive military defeats at
the hands of a powerful kingdom like England weakened them
historically. Colonization, economic absorption, cultural substitution, and homogenization are processes that come in the wake
of military conquest.

In view of developments such as these, more and more senior
members of your coalition (CiU) are now openly backing
independence for Catalonia…
That’s logical. What Agustí Bassols4 now stands for is the
‘disaffection’ that is growing in Catalonia with regard to Spain.
The appearance of a broad front of supporters of independence
is a natural result of the present situation, in which the 2006
Statute of Autonomy has been seriously cut back by Madrid’s
Constitutional Court. There are lots more supporters of independence now than five, ten, or fifteen years ago. Many of them
are pro-independence at heart, but there are a lot more, like
Bassols, who have held important posts in my governments
and have been loyal to my policy of not backing independence.
What they are saying now is ‘we’ve had enough!’ It’s the logical

What do you mean by ‘population substitution’?
Population substitution by way of immigration is a very
effective way of making small nations disappear. It’s what the
Chinese are doing in Tibet and in other regions of China. Here
we have had massive immigration from Spain, and now from
Africa, Eastern Europe, and South America. Some people say
it’s easier to make a recent Sub-Saharan immigrant favourable to
Catalan independence than it is a die-hard Spanish immigrant.
If they are told how economic discrimination affects our country, that may help them to identify with us. Whatever the case,
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a lot of immigrants end up integrating. They become Catalans.
President Montilla is a fine example.5 As in the famous American Dream, immigrants can move up the social ladder in Catalonia. It’s been happening for over fifty years. And, who knows?
There may come a day when it will be easier for someone like
Montilla to favour Catalan independence than for some compatriots sporting fine old Catalan surnames like Puigdemont or
Vilaregut!
Why do some Catalans have little sympathy for Catalanism
and aspire to be ‘universal’ or simply Spanish instead?
One of the great fads that some Catalans go for is the golden
calf of so-called cosmopolitanism. They like to feel ‘hip’ and
‘lefty’. When the Transition was in full swing, we were positively overrun with new-fangled social and political doctrines
that ended up paralysing us. A lot of people fell over backwards
to show their solidarity with the most obscure dead-end causes.
The more far-fetched they were the better. However, if you don’t
stand up for your own cause, it’s doubtful anyone else will. A
Basque politician once said to me: ‘You Catalans are splendid at
demonstrating for highfalutin causes that don’t really have anything to do with you. But you turn your noses up at anything
Catalan that needs attention!’ It’s true. I suppose it’s a question
of priorities.
Why do you think this happens?
The period in which so many of our leading men and women
were in exile was altogether negative for us. People thought that
the fact Josep Tarradellas was our president in exile6 was enough,
and that maintaining that symbolic institution would pull us
through when he returned. But it didn’t. While he was in exile
little was done of any real worth. Tarradellas thought the people would go and fetch him back from exile when Franco died.
He was right. They did go and fetch him. But very little was
achieved and the new situation was not taken advantage of. The
Statute of Autonomy drawn up in 1979 was quite insufficient.
It isn’t enough to bring out the big drums and rant about unity.

I think countries go forward when there is one important party
that’s dominant and shows the kind of leadership that other parties can follow. There is pitifully little to be gained from sitting
around a table and debating every step that’s to be taken in the
process. The Basques were staunchly behind their institutions
and that gave them a lot more power. And then they had ETA.
Deep down, that’s why they’re so much more powerful than us.
What do you think of the June 2010 Constitutional Court
ruling against the Statute of Autonomy?
The sentence has been doubly harmful. On the one hand it
has had very negative political effects. It spells out severe restrictions on our financial capacity, our scope for home rule and the
status of our language. But the persistence and lack of respect
they have shown for us has also been most morally damaging. I
don’t think that these political and moral affronts can be easily
repaired. It is therefore not surprising that the polls should show
a steep rise in the support for independence.
How would you evaluate the effect of the July 10, 2010, rally
in Barcelona?
Spain pretends not to have noticed our protest. And maybe
it’s true that in Madrid they take little notice of things like this.
It must be a by-product of the ‘despise what you don’t know
about’ syndrome that has traditionally tainted so much of Spanish thought.7 The Spanish World Cup victory in South Africa
also did its bit to muffle the effect of the Barcelona rally. But for
us Catalans the demonstration has marked a clear turning point.
Things will never again be the same. Spain cannot continue to
ignore us.

Media

Montserrat Armengou
A TV documentarist who denounces Franco

When TV documentary-makers Montserrat Armengou and Ricard Belis went to Argentina to show
their latest film on political repression in Franco’s Spain, Armengou found herself wondering ‘who on
earth is going to take an interest in a film like ours in a country with a dictatorial record as bleak as
Argentina’s?’ Despite her fears, the response to their film Els Nens Perduts del Franquisme (titled
Franco’s Forgotten Children in English) was overwhelming. ‘Indian community chiefs and Argentinian mothers of the disappeared, with their white scarves on their heads, queued up for an hour to
embrace us,’ she remembers, with more than a trace of emotion in her eye. ‘They saw that the forced
adoption and disappearance of the children of victims which they had suffered in South and Central
America had occurred on an incomparably wider scale in Franco’s Spain.’ Since then their films have
had a major impact on the political documentary scene worldwide: ‘Les grands documentaires de la
petite télévision catalane’ was the way one Le Monde journalist described their work.
Armengou sees it as ‘a great privilege’ to have gotten to know the people she has met making her
films. One of her only regrets, on that score, is that the British Isles has not been as receptive as others,
particularly with regard to the excellent film she and her colleague Ricard Belis made about Ramon
Parera, the remarkable Catalan engineer who built the world’s first purpose-built civilian air-raid
shelters in Catalonia during the Civil War. Why should that interest Britons? Because during the
Blitz, his deep air-raid shelter project was unwisely shelved by the Churchill government in favour of
the smaller Anderson shelters, even though these were little more than corrugated-iron sheds planted
in people’s back gardens! One American journalist claimed at the time that ‘they wouldn’t protect
Londoners against flying marrows’. How many lives did the abandoning of Parera’s project cost? And
all because—as the film reveals—the Conservative element in the War Cabinet feared that collective
underground shelters might encourage negative group dynamics, such as the contagion of despair, or
even the spread of subversive left-wing ideas.
Armengou had always wanted to be a journalist. She says she would have loved to have lived
during the Second Republic and Civil War period. She sees herself as forming part of a group that
has a ‘mission’, which is to draw people’s attention to the fact that the transition from dictatorship in
Spain was in no way the profound process it had been in South Africa, Italy, Argentina, or Germany.
‘Why was Spain’s case so different?’ she asks wryly. ‘Why were those responsible for a cruel dictatorship not only forgiven but also permitted to lead the process of democratization in their own interest?’
Armengou is aware of the ‘nuisance’ her work represents today for the heirs of the Francoist regime
who still yield so much power in Spain. ‘It gives people a new dimension through which to perceive
the present,’ she points out. ‘In question-and-answer sessions after screenings, the debate often revolves
around why so little has been done to change things,’ she adds, tongue in cheek. In reply, she often
resorts to fumbled ‘excuses’ about the nature of the Transición, a period of change she judges to be
have been pitifully short-lived.
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Would your work as a documentary film-maker have been
the same if you had been born in a more ‘normal’ country?
Almost certainly not. If things had been otherwise, I might
have done research into the lost tribes of the Amazon, or the
latest advances in malaria vaccination! The absence of State
policies regarding the Transition from dictatorship, the amnesia
regarding that period and the lack of justice, truth and redress
for victims, is what has made some independent associations,
concerned journalists, and forensic experts take on the role
of historical ‘fire-fighters’. It’s what the French call le devoir
du mémoire. And that task has largely been undertaken from
Catalonia because, although the Historical Memory people are
powerful throughout the State, the only TV channel that has
promoted investigative journalism on our recent past is Televisió de Catalunya (TV3).1 Spanish public TV (TVE) has more
often obstructed it! When we produced Franco’s Forgotten Children, the Spanish Parliament’s TV control commission debated
whether the documentary ought to be broadcast State-wide, and
decided against it. OK, this was in a tough period, when the
Partido Popular was in government. They said they had ‘better
things to broadcast!’ And they did. For example, a documentary
on the issue of ‘exile’ made by the Pablo Iglesias Foundation.2
When an exhibition was organized in parallel to that documentary, the King himself was asked to inaugurate it, as he too was
considered to have been an ‘exile’!3 What more need I say?
An Argentinian journalist jokingly accused you of ‘endeavouring to break the Agreement of the Transition’…
Argentinians do tend to be very verbose and flattering!
Ricard Belis and I have often thought that the launch of Franco’s
Forgotten Children, in January 2002, marked a turning point in
this regard. Its success was due to the fact that it appeared at the
right time and in the right place, as well as to the magnificent
work carried out by historians showing that the repression on
one side and the other had not been the same. Francoist repression was far greater, in all senses, both during the war itself and
after it. Just weeks before Franco died, death sentences were still

being carried out against political dissidents. No-one was talking yet in terms of ‘recovering historical memory’, an expression
used then only by a handful of specialists. Our documentary
opened a Pandora’s box regarding Francoist repression. I think
we brought the stark truth into viewers’ sitting-rooms. As far as
I am concerned, it was fascist repression from beginning to end.
With our first documentary we let rip, enabling our audiences
to know that the kind of things we had associated with distant
Argentina—events that made us sob on our sofas at home—
had actually occurred in our own back yard, and on a much
greater scale!
We have always seen ourselves as free journalists selling
exclusive reports. Nowadays exclusive reports have lost most of
their moral character. They tend to centre on photographs of
naked starlets on remote beaches. We plugged into a different
line of exclusive journalism. In Franco’s Forgotten Children we
set out to show that the regime kidnapped children, and in El
Comboi dels 927 (927 on the Train to Hell) we revealed, as a
scoop, the fact that the very first Nazi train that took familyloads of prisoners to a concentration camp in Western Europe
was not one carrying Jews, as might have been imagined, but
Spanish Republicans, many of whom were Catalans. And when
we brought out the documentary on Ramon Parera, we were the
first to show that, when Britain was threatened by the Blitz, civil
defence was largely ignored. It is in this sense that we hold up
the documentary as a means of recovering historical memory.
How has this involvement with the Civil War affected you as
a person?
Intensely. I had always been rather cocksure about my ‘professional detachment’ from things like suffering. I thought I
could see things like a doctor who, after surgery hours, can just
switch off from all the blood and gore. How wrong I was! I
have only recently understood the emotional burden that this
job heaps on you when you come into contact with victims of
dictatorship or their relatives. It came home to me with a vengeance last year when I suddenly collapsed with a fierce bout of
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anaemia. I realized that unveiling so many personal tragedies
was not something that came free of charge! Despite side effects
like that, the satisfaction I feel is immense. I think we’ve done
a good job. The pain I have seen at the graveside when people
recover relatives they lost seventy years ago is something indescribable. They are often humble, simple people, politically very
unaware, yet capable of expressing a moving language of justice
and forgiveness. I have learnt so much from them. What is sad is
that redress is so desperately slow that I’m afraid a lot of the last
survivors will be dead before they obtain any real satisfaction.
Why did the wave of documentaries on Francoism come so
late, over twenty-five years after the dictator’s death?
The fact that TV3 took it upon itself to go for that kind of
programme was a key factor. Although it was risky for a relatively small television producer to approach the question of historical memory, audiences for which were thought to be limited,
Catalan television went for it. TV3 has also backed this line of
documentary with the work of Dolors Genovès, Josep Rovira,
Felip Solé, Montserrat Besses and others. Many of our programs
have had audiences five times larger than had been expected.
Joan Salvat—currently head of the documentary section and my
immediate superior as director of 30 Minuts, the programme I
work for—has given us unfailing support in this.
But yes, why so late? Bearing in mind the nature of Spain’s
political Transición, ignorance and fear obviously had a lot to
do with this. Catalonia and Spain still bear scars of the trauma
they were put through. It was transmitted from generation to
generation. The Argentinians know a lot about that. The first
generation was directly repressed by Franco: exterminated, put
in prison or forced into exile or hiding. The second generation,
apart from families who were fully conscious of the situation,
grew up in silence and fear. The third and fourth generations
are the ones that have started to scratch the surface in search
of the truth. But there is still a tremendous amount of pain,
and the feeling prevails that the truth could once again become
a synonym of danger, even death. I’ve interviewed people too

paralysed to utter a word, even quite recently. Then there are
people who just can’t stop weeping. Some elderly people tell you
that they are not afraid for themselves but for their children.
And lots of people have recognized themselves as victims within
the context of the documentary. Some had spent years blaming themselves for what happened—the deaths of their fathers,
the shaven heads of their mothers, their offspring constantly
insulted and looked down on at school—and when they see the
documentary they realize that their experience was not unique,
that it was shared by people with different ideologies and circumstances around the whole State. They suddenly understand
that they formed part of a systematic plan which involved extermination and persecution. That obviously has not brought back
their lost father, who lies in some unmarked grave, but it makes
them see that they were victims of repression, not mere victims
of the whims of ‘that Falangist we were unlucky enough to have
in our village’. But I’ve also come across sadder cases: people
who indirectly end up blaming their father or grandfather: ‘My
father was a good man, but he did insist on meddling in politics.
My mother warned him “You keep out of trouble!” And then,
of course, they took him away, and just look what became of
the rest of us.’ In the end, that schoolteacher or trade unionist father—who may even have stood in elections—was all too
often blamed for what happened, incredible though that may
seem to us today. I’m astounded when I see Spain desperately
trying to be accepted as a normal member of international
forums and conventions—such as the G8—when, to all intents
and purposes, it’s a country where fear still exists and where such
basic human rights as access to knowledge about a recent dictatorship are still vetoed, not to mention the refusal to provide full
redress for its victims.
Some people say that all those things ought to be forgotten.
Yesterday I was phoned by a journalist from The Times who
asked me just that, saying ‘Why do people want to know what
happened? Isn’t it better to forget?’ Well, I’m not sure if yesterday wasn’t my day, or what, but I just came right out with this
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answer, which took the form of a question: ‘Can you imagine
a society, such as Britain, in which, years after a period marked
by mass executions by the roadsides, no-one wished to find out
what happened and who was responsible?’ It did the trick. He
really had no answer. Here we live just a bit to the south of
Britain but we too are human beings. So it shouldn’t be that
surprising that we too should want to know about our past and
find out what happened. It is a vital step if wounds are ever to
be healed.
Does the education system inform young Catalans adequately
about their history and the significance of the Civil War?
Catalonia is a country where primary school children are
virtually clueless regarding the Republic, the Civil War, and the
Franco regime. At best, the issues are dealt with in passing, very
superficially. They may get better coverage in some secondary
schools, where project work may occasionally be done if teachers
are so inclined. Survivors of these periods may even be brought
into class to tell their stories. But in general there’s much more
of a tendency to dwell on the Roman Empire than on the Second Republic, and that’s a real shame, because you need to
understand the Republic in order to understand our current
democracy and all its shortcomings.

What about the role of the Spanish media?
I often wonder what European or American viewers think
when in our films we show snippets of debates recorded in
Madrid and broadcast on Spanish radio or television. They hear
hacks saying that Spanish has been banned in Catalonia, that
children are prevented from learning Spanish at school and
therefore cannot understand the language… all sorts of rubbish.
I think we should be implacable. Take them to court over it! The
trouble is we take it lying down. We behave as if it didn’t bother
us. We ought to be a lot more belligerent.

Foreign insights

Matthew Tree

An author transplanted into Catalan

Matthew Tree is something of a cult figure in Catalonia, though he may well prefer to think of himself
as more like a freak. When you walk down the street with him, heads turn. His regular appearances
on television and radio have helped make ‘Matthew Tree’ a household name throughout the land. He
even had his own very entertaining TV series, which featured him travelling by rail up and down the
country, indulging in spontaneous (and perhaps not so spontaneous) conversations with other travellers. They were always intriguing and sometimes hilarious. The programme went into a second series,
and would doubtless have lasted longer had so many of the country’s railway lines not been axed over
the years. In a few months he had been everywhere you could possibly go by rail in Catalonia!
Matthew Tree seduces his audience with his direct, bold language. He says things, both grammatical and ideological, that certain Catalans would probably need a few glasses of Penedès wine to come
out with. His use of loose language on TV might not have gone down too well if he had made Poland
his new home. But with Catalans, this is not a problem.1 There probably is no other country in the
whole of Europe where people are more trigger-happy about religious blasphemy than Catalonia,
where terrible things are done to and about God and his family at the drop of a hat. What makes
heads turn in Barcelona when Matthew is spotted is mainly his down-to-earth language, which captivates people, along with his complete lack of prudery when talking about things blue and his openness when talking about the trials of being, or trying to be, Catalan. He is also increasingly popular
as one of Catalonia’s leading writers, having won several hefty literary prizes, although he insists he
is just one among a lot of foreign writers who are adopting Catalan as a literary language. His latest
book, La vida després de Déu [Life after God], Ara Llibres, 2007), has rapidly run to three editions. But it is undoubtedly as an outspoken defender of things Catalan that Matthew Tree stands
out most. We met him at the northern end of Barcelona’s Eixample district, near the vast Doric-style
temple that Ricardo Bofill raised to house Barcelona’s thriving National Theatre.
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Why did you settle in Catalonia, Matthew?
I came to Catalonia when I was 26, to get away from London, where I was in danger of going under. I was afraid I’d end
up drinking too much and writing even worse than I did. I came
to Barcelona to give myself a second chance. I learnt Catalan
in the seventies, and it got under my skin. In 1989 a publisher
friend suggested I started writing in Catalan. And it worked
from word one. Now I write in both languages.
Did you know what to expect before you settled here?
Yes, I’d been here before, in 1978. On that first occasion I
could have written all I knew about Catalonia on half a postage
stamp. Most English people are the same when they first arrive.
The sad thing is that they are often still the same after living here
for donkey’s years! Lots of them don’t just choose to ignore what
Catalonia is, but actually reject it. When you find out that the
real situation is quite the opposite, I think it is time to change.
But, to my great surprise, lots of English people seem to feel
more comfortable living with clichés. The least they could do
is acknowledge Catalan reality, whether they sympathise with
it or not. I’ve lived in Barcelona for 25 years, and I have never
thought I was living in Spain. I do not mean it in a political
way, and I’m not waving a flag. It just is another country. It has
everything it needs to be a country: its own history, social structure, economic system, cultural past and language. All it needs
now is a State.
Don’t you think the Catalans are to blame for not stating
their case more clearly and coming across better?
It’s hard to generalize, but I see two positions among Catalans. Either they just shut up every time they are called Spanish
or told to change language, because these English people don’t
understand, pretending they don’t really exist. Or else they make
a point of explaining, in which case they are branded as obstreperous trouble-makers. They cannot win either way.

Have there been any changes on this front since you arrived?
There has been one huge change in the attitude towards people who are not Catalan, or whose parents were not born here.
I remember reading a book about non-Catalan-born Catalans2
who, right up to the 1970s, were still considered foreign bodies.
By the eighties, with self-government, they were seen as fellow
Catalans. This positive shift is being applied to the massive wave
of immigrants coming to Catalonia now—1,200,000 in fifteen
years, on top of a base population of six million. What I like
about Catalans is that they have completely cut out the ethnic
element from their sense of identity: a first step towards eliminating racism and assimilating people from outside. The exceptions are some English, American and other affluent groups,
who have no need to assimilate and continue to live in their
mental shells. Those who want their kids to get on in Catalonia
want them to learn Catalan.
Does that make Catalonia a model for integration that other
nations could learn from?
The Catalan case is interesting for a good many reasons.
Firstly, because it is a huge small culture! This isn’t Brittany, or
the Basque Country, or even Wales. In linguistic terms, it is a
very large small European culture which has been treated like a
tiny region of no importance whatsoever. And that is interesting
in itself. People who get interested in it and start reading translations of Catalan books—as happens more and more in countries like Holland, Germany, France, and so on—discover that
Catalan literature is world class, not something local or regional.
But another significant thing is to see how much the Spanish
hate Catalans. That is a big story in itself. Whenever I explain
the boycott of Catalan goods in Spain to people in Britain or
Holland, they get very upset. They ask you when it happens,
and you have to tell them that, actually, it happens all the time,
although it is not reported and the background to the conflict
remains largely unexplained. I think that is news in itself. It’s
man bites dog, really.
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So can Europeans be sensitive to what’s going on in Catalonia?
I think the reaction I got at a talk I gave at the London
School of Economics is significant.3 I thought it would be interesting to give a summary of the history of Spanish prejudice
against Catalans, from the end of the 18th century to the present. It was all based on fact, not propaganda, I gave plenty of
examples, and I added my own perceptions at the end. I think
that was particularly interesting for the audience, because it was
all news to them. I was able to get across the fact that it wasn’t
just Franco, but at least two and a half centuries of institutionalized popular rejection, in very large areas of Spain, of the very
existence of something called Catalonia, not to mention its
language. At question time, the issue of the Andalusian ‘immigrants’ came up, and I was able to assure people that the then
President of Catalonia is himself Andalusian-born. They asked
about racism, and I told them that one of the most prestigious
writers in Catalan today is a woman born in Morocco. Catalonia
is probably more broad-minded than Britain. The proof, at that
talk, is the fact that someone subsequently protested that the
LSE was being used for ‘separatist propaganda’ and that funding
should be discontinued. So it seems it isn’t only in Madrid that
Catalonia is misunderstood!

back for a free holiday because they felt so embarrassed. The
Catalan camera crew, four years after the incident in Burgos, are
still waiting for an apology. Another case that springs to mind
is what happened to writer Empar Moliner when she was talking in Catalan on her mobile phone in a Madrid taxi. She was
asked to get out, but managed to avoid being evicted when she
claimed she was speaking in Italian, at which the driver told her,
‘well, that’s OK, then’.

What do you mean when you talk about discrimination and
racism against Catalans?
Let me give you a couple of examples in the context of the
language issue. A TV cameraman I know was in Burgos, in
northern Spain, in 2006, and went into a bar with his crew,
ordered something in Spanish and sat down to discuss the day’s
shoot. They were talking in Catalan. The owner came up to
them from behind the bar and told them that, if they wanted to
speak in Catalan, they had better go somewhere else. You hear
stories like that almost every day. The last time I read about
anything like that happening in England was when a couple of
Welsh women, on holiday on the Isle of Wight, were thrown
out of a shop for speaking Welsh. They went to the press, and it
caused such a stir that the Isle of Wight authorities invited them

Apart from that, Catalonia finds it hard to project its culture
and identity beyond its frontiers…
Yes. And, after years dithering between different options, I
now feel the only way Catalonia is going to get recognized at
a cultural level is through political independence. What they
used to see as an option—‘asymmetrical federalism’—just isn’t
on. It is more difficult to conceive of than independence itself.
What I notice is that people fly over Catalonia without seeing
it, so to speak. And this is never going to change unless it is put
on the map. If you don’t have your little State and your little
flag, they are not going to read books by your writers, or watch
films by your film-makers. They are not going to treat you like a
serious culture. They will not even understand that phenomena
like Salvador Dalí or Joan Miró are incomprehensible outside

Why do some international media go on about Catalonia
being ‘selfish’, ‘turned in on herself ’ and so on?
Journalists tend to go along with the information that’s
dished out to them. A lot of what they write is plain bullshit.
They have no idea of the context in which the Catalan language is taught, and no idea about the use of Castilian in Catalonia. The journalist Carles Puigdemont, today an MP in the
Catalan parliament, once looked into the situation of English
correspondents in Madrid and found that they only read two
newspapers: the Madrid editions of El País and El Mundo. Well,
if that’s what they do, they are not going to get a positive idea of
Catalonia, because these papers either aren’t interested in Catalonia, or are totally opposed to Catalan ideas and thinking.
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a Catalan context, let alone the poet Foix or the philosopher
Francesc Pujols. The Catalan administration may be partly to
blame for some of this. When my Dutch girlfriend wanted to
learn Catalan some years back, she actually found it hard to find
a place where she could learn the language at a reasonable price.
The Catalan government was putting on Spanish lessons, but
not Catalan ones.
Despite that, the general feeling seems to be that support for
independence is growing.
Definitely! In the late 1970s people who wanted independence tended to keep quiet about it, because they were afraid
of another coup d’état. In the eighties independence became a
fad among some young people: visible, yes, but only stuff for
kids. And then in the nineties things began to change for lots
of reasons, especially because people came to realize that Catalonia had been ripped off for decades, and there was a general
lack of respect for people in Catalonia, whatever language they
spoke. In that sense it is interesting to learn that 30% of those
favouring independence actually come from Spanish-speaking
families. This should mean that the Catalans have won. There is
no rift between the Catalan and Spanish-speaking population,
though various agencies—including State ones—have been trying to create one for years.
Do you think Spain has got over Franco? Has Catalonia?
I find it extraordinarily offensive that there are still monuments to Franco all over Spain. Most of them have been torn
down in Catalonia. There is also a rather moth-eaten Francisco
Franco Foundation which has been getting considerable Spanish
government funding until quite recently. Whereas in places like
Argentina that sort of aberration was done away with relatively
soon after the dictatorship, issues such as looking for the mass
graves left by Franco are still controversial matters in Spain.
We are talking about 150,000 to 200,000 people put to death
after the end of the Civil War. My perception is that things are
radically different, depending on the part of Spain you visit.

In Central Spain and Castile, and in some parts of Galicia and
Aragon, you get the feeling that they really wouldn’t mind if
Franco were still in power, whereas in Catalonia you get the
impression that almost everyone abhors him.
What do you think about those who say that there were
also Catalan Francoists and that Catalonia benefitted from
Franco?
The fact that there were Catalans who collaborated with
Franco means exactly nothing. Whenever there is a dictatorial
regime, in any country, there is always that small percentage of
opportunists, usually among the wealthiest classes. You need
only look at the extraordinary level of collaboration there was
with the Nazis in France. Three-quarters of the population was
either with them or didn’t mind them.
British historians often identify with the romantic view of
Republican Spain and the war. But would you say the Catalan cause is treated with the same degree of enthusiasm?
I’m not sure about British historians in general, but I think
Paul Preston does his bit here, especially as regards his personal
commitment to things Catalan, having acquired a very reasonable level of spoken Catalan. Here people tell you that Franco
rebelled against the Republic largely because he and others reckoned Catalonia had ‘gone foreign’, or ‘gone Catalan’, so that one
of the main reasons for starting the war was to get Catalonia
back into the Castilian fold. I have never actually seen a major
British historian include that as one of the reasons for the uprising. Yes, they go on about the Anarchists, economic issues, violence, etc., but I think they always underplay what it meant to a
clique of Spanish generals that Catalonia had achieved a degree
of autonomy. I think it is significant that, when Franco’s army
entered Catalan territory, it adopted a different name to the one
it had sported when rampaging through the rest of Spain. Here
it was to sign its decrees as ‘Army of Occupation’, whereas elsewhere it had been the ‘Army of Liberation’. Quite significant, I
feel, but no British historian I know seems to have picked it up.
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